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Velocity CE

On the following pages you will find detailed manufacturer information about this
product from our TISWARE hardware and software portfolio.

If you need more information, please contact us!
If you have any questions about or are interested in this or other products from our portfolio,
please contact our sales team. Our colleagues are happy to help.

Phone: +49 2871 2722-0

E-mail: contact@tis-gmbh.com

Other products from the TIS GmbH portfolio

TISLOG TELEMATICS SOFTWARE

TISWARE HARD- AND SOFTWARE

TISPLUS HARDWARE ACCESSORIES

TISLOG logistics and transport software provides powerful and flexible
solutions for mobile order management, capable of exactly what you
need for the individual work processes of your business.

From the compact entry-level model
to the multi-functional high-end
device: At TIS you will find powerful
mobile data terminals and robust
scanners - state of the art technology
and ideal for use of the
TISLOG solution.

TISPLUS - Clever accessories for
ergonomic handling on the go and
in the warehouse. und im Lager.
Development, design and production
of our TISPLUS products take place
at 100% in Germany.

www.tislog.com

www.tisware.com

www.tisplus.com

BACKGROUND TIS GMBH
The TIS GmbH, based in Bocholt is one of the market leaders for sophisticated telematics projects. TIS stands for “Technical
Information Systems”. Since 1985 the company develops intelligent telematics solutions for freight forwarders, transport and
logistics companies and retail chains. Currently, more than 50 employees work for TIS. The latest generation of products are
the platform-independent software solutions under the brand name TISLOG Logistics & Mobility. Together with the powerful
hardware of renowned partners and the in-house developed hardware accessories TISLOG builds the optimal solution for companies looking for professional telematics solutions.
More information on the TIS Gmbh and our portfolio of software, hardware and accessories on

www.tis-gmbh.com
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DATA S H E E T

Don’t let a slow-performing web browser limit the productivity of your mobile workers.
With VelocityCE, you gain a secure enterprise browser designed for mobile operating
systems. Unlike web browsers that were designed for desktops, then forced to fit into
mobile operating systems, VelocityCE offers a true enterprise mobile-oriented experience,
including the speed and rapid-development capabilities you depend on. Now you can
build powerful, productivity-enabling applications, easily incorporating data capture
technologies such as barcode scanning, while delivering performance that allows mobile
workers to get more done, faster.

Mobile apps that work faster
Desktop browsers suffer from slow responsiveness and screen rendering when placed onto mobile
devices. VelocityCE enables your workers to navigate task workflows faster than traditional browser-based
applications—thanks to faster, middleware-based application rendering.

Develop data capture applications easily
Data capture technologies like barcode scanning and RFID can be added to applications in less time, and
without the need for specialized coding knowledge. With VelocityCE, there is no need to install a “datawedge” to use or configure barcode-scanning devices.

Start right where you left off
Workers don’t have to re-start applications or re-enter data when a mobile device shuts off, loses
connectivity, or even loses battery power. VelocityCE enables session persistence that brings workers right
to where they can resume their work, and allows them to toggle between sessions.

Compatible with your host system
Modifying your host application to enable mobility isn’t necessary. VelocityCE enables client-side
mobilization of all leading Supply Chain Management software, including Manhattan, Oracle WMS, High
Jump, Descartes, SAP, JDA, Red Prairie, and more.

DATA S H E E T

Implement functionality that allows workers to do more
Enhance the user interface and improve application formatting of host applications with CSS injections, or
use JavaScript injections to extend the capabilities of the mobile app.

Ensure productivity with lockdown capability
Keep your workers focused on the task at hand by preventing access to undesired applications. Hide web
addresses as well as navigation and start bars.

Device-tailored user experience
Take full advantage of the features offered in your chosen mobile device with device-specific VelocityCE
clients.

About Wavelink

Wavelink accelerates mobile productivity with solutions that enable supply chain operations. Global
organizations across industries such as manufacturing, retail, warehousing, and field force automation
rely on Wavelink enterprise mobility management, host-connectivity applications, and voice-enablement
solutions to connect mobile devices to supply chain management systems. Wavelink products help ensure
worker productivity in mission-critical mobile deployments, resulting in reduced costs that can contribute
directly to operating margin. Visit www.wavelink.com.
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USA and Canada: 1-888-697-WAVE (9283)
Outside USA and Canada:
+800 WAVELINK (9283-5465)
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